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Abstract

This chapter focuses on the social nature of morality. Using the metaphor of the moral compass to describe individuals’ inner sense of right and wrong, we offer a framework that identifies social reasons why our moral compasses can come under others’ control, leading even good people to cross ethical boundaries. Departing from prior work on how individuals’ cognitive limitations explain unethical behavior, we focus on socio-psychological processes that facilitate moral neglect, moral justification, and immoral action, all of which undermine moral behavior. In addition, we describe organizational factors that exacerbate the detrimental effects of each facilitator. We conclude by advising organizational scholars to take a more integrative approach to developing and evaluating theory about unethical behavior and by suggesting further study of interventions that might disempower these social triggers of unethical behavior, allowing us to regain control of our moral compasses.
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A solitary organism has no need for moral rules, nor does a creature living among others without mutual dependency.

- Henrik Høgh-Oleson, *Human Morality and Sociality*, (p. 3)

1. The social nature of morality

Humans are social animals, dependent on each other within communities for their physical and emotional well-being. Morality—the behavioral prescriptions and standards that define and direct us toward a virtuous life—is thus inescapably social as well. In many ways, morality emerged as a means of regulating our social relationships (Rai & Fiske, 2011). As Høgh-Oleson put it, a solitary organism needs no moral rules, as he has no one but himself to harm, offend, or treat unfairly. The fact that human survival depends on finding ways to live together in peaceful, mutually supportive relations created an evolutionary imperative for fundamental moral behaviors such as altruism, trust, and reciprocity (Alexander, 2007; de Waal, 2006). In other words, we are moral because we are social.

However, much of our immorality can also be attributed to the fact that we are social animals. In this chapter, we use the metaphor of the moral compass to describe the common experience of an inner voice that motivates us toward ethically sound action, and we explore who and what controls the compass.1 Hint: it is often not the moral actor. Leaving aside the possibility that some people’s moral compasses may be defective by design—a possibility supported by evidence that the brains of psychopaths, for example, function differently than those of others (de Oliveira-Souza et al., 2008)—we focus on how moral choices of the majority of us who believe fervently in our own ethicality (Van Lange, 1991; Van Lange & Sedikides, 1998) are more

---

1 In keeping with current usage (e.g., Tenbrunsel & Smith-Crowe, 2008; Treviño, Weaver & Reynolds, 2006), we use the terms “moral” and “ethical” synonymously, to refer to behavior that meets principles or standards of virtuous human behavior. In fact, the terms originated as synonyms. Cicero coined the Latin term “moralis” (proper behavior of a person in society) as a direct translation of the Greek “ethicus”.
swayed by social forces than we think we are. In other words, this chapter is about why we are immoral because we are social.

1.1. The moral compass

The inner voice that tells us what we should and should not do in various circumstances is often referred to as a moral compass (e.g., Bennett, 1995; Huntsman, 2010). The term is inspired by navigational compasses that use the earth’s magnetic field to align a needle with the magnetic poles at the top and bottom of the Earth. A directional tool used for over 1,000 years (Aczel, 2001), a compass enables successful navigation because its needle consistently points North. Using the compass as a metaphor for our internal standards of behavior implies both that our moral center is stable (a compass always points North) and its orientation clear (the needle pointing North is plain to see). Indeed, people who feel remorseful about their unethical behavior often refer to having “lost” their moral compass. When he was sentenced to six years in prison for fraud and other offenses, former Enron CFO Andy Fastow claimed, “I lost my moral compass and I did many things I regret” (Pasha, 2006). Fastow’s statement implies that if his moral compass had been in his possession, he would have made better choices.

In contrast, we argue that unethical behavior stems more often from a misdirected moral compass than a missing one. Given the importance of morality to our identities (Aquino & Reed, 2002; Blasi, 1984), we would notice if our moral compass went missing. However, a present but misdirected moral compass could seduce us with the belief that we are behaving ethically when we are not, while allowing us to maintain a positive moral self-image. The idea that one’s moral compass can veer away from “true North” has a parallel with navigational compasses. Conditions within a local environment, such as the presence of large amounts of iron or steel, can cause the needle of a navigational compass to stray from magnetic North, a phenomenon called
magnetic deviation. Explorers who are aware of this phenomenon can make adjustments that will protect them from going astray, but laymen can veer wildly off course without being aware they are doing so.

How can well-intentioned individuals veer off course ethically without recognizing they have done so? What forces are both powerful and subtle enough to cause people to believe their actions are morally sound when in fact they are ethically adrift? Existing research has offered two main explanations for this phenomenon. The first considers individuals who are ethically adrift to be “bad apples” whose moral compasses are internally damaged (cf., Felps, Mitchell, & Byington, 2006; Kish-Gephart, Harrison, & Treviño, 2010; Treviño & Youngblood, 1990). This explanation for ethical drift harkens back to Aristotelian notions of human virtue and persists in contemporary discussions of character as the foundation of morality (cf., Doris, 2002).

Consistent with this explanation, scholars have identified some (relatively) stable individual differences that demagnetize moral compasses, leading to unethical behavior (DePalma, Madey, & Bornschein, 1995; Kish-Gephart et al., 2010; Moore et al., 2012; Newstead, Franklyn-Stokes, & Armstead, 1996; Perugini & Leone, 2009). According to this view, a deviated moral compass is evidence of an individual’s faulty human nature. Indeed, the idea that psychometric tests can identify “bad apples” before they are hired underlies the common practice of integrity testing among employers (Berry, Sackett, & Wiemann, 2007; Van Iddekinge, Roth, Raymark, & Odle-Dusseau, 2012).

In this chapter we focus instead on an increasingly dominant alternative view, grounded in moral psychology and behavioral ethics, that suggests that individuals’ morality is malleable rather than stable (cf., Ayal & Gino, 2011; Monin & Jordan, 2009). This alternative perspective

---

2 We thank Larry Lessig, director of the Edmond J. Safra Centre for Ethics at Harvard University, for introducing us to this phenomenon.
proposes two main reasons why we can become ethically adrift: *intrapersonal* reasons (caused by human cognitive limitations) and *interpersonal* reasons (caused by the influence of others). We describe both of these reasons briefly below, before turning the rest of our attention to the latter of these two.

### 1.2. Drift due to cognitive limitations

A large body of empirical work documents individual biases and cognitive failings that affect our ethicality (Bazerman & Tenbrunsel, 2011; Tenbrunsel, Diekmann, Wade-Benzoni, & Bazerman, 2010; Tenbrunsel & Messick, 2004). For example, (1) we tend to have an overly rosy view of both our past behavior and the likelihood that we will behave virtuously in the future (Tenbrunsel et al., 2010); (2) we are motivated to “forget” (Shu & Gino, 2012) or fail to notice (Gino & Bazerman, 2009) our own unethical actions; (3) we use our prior good deeds as a psychological license for less ethical action later on (Cain, Loewenstein, & Moore, 2011; Effron, Cameron, & Monin, 2009; Effron & Monin, 2010; Merritt, Effron, & Monin, 2010; Monin & Miller, 2001); (4) we assess an action’s ethicality based on how it is framed (Kern & Chugh, 2009; Kramer & Messick, 1996; Tenbrunsel & Messick, 1999); (5) we use irrelevant information to evaluate unethical behavior (Baron & Ritov, 2004; Cushman, Knobe, & Sinnott-Armstrong, 2008; Gino, Shu, & Bazerman, 2010; Spranca, Minsk, & Baron, 1991); (6) we unconsciously prioritize self-serving over pro-social interests (Bersoff, 1999a; Tenbrunsel, 1998); and (7) we value non-moral goals more than moral ones (Barsky, 2008; Ordóñez, Schweitzer, Galinsky, & Bazerman, 2009; Schweitzer, Ordóñez, & Douma, 2004). These findings show how our ethicality is bounded, such that we cannot reliably know when our moral compass is deviating from true North (Chugh, Bazerman, & Banaji, 2005; Kern & Chugh, 2009; Murnighan, Cantelon, & Elyashiv, 2001).
1.3. Drift due to others’ control

This chapter focuses on the second source of moral failings: *interpersonal* processes, those that originate in our social interactions. These interpersonal processes can provide “magnetic material” that causes our moral compasses to deviate from their true North. Though less studied than intrapersonal processes, interpersonal processes are central to understanding how people become ethically adrift. And a better understanding of how our social lives can lead us astray should help us wrest back control of our moral compasses.

The next three sections draw on classic research in social psychology to describe a number of ways that social influences, to which we are all susceptible, can cause our moral compasses to deviate, leading to negative ethical consequences. Each of these avenues of influence affects our moral compass in different ways, facilitating neglect of the moral import of our actions (Section 2), moral justification of immoral actions (Section 3), and immoral behavior (or the failure to behave ethically) (Section 4). Within each section, we describe (1) the social processes that facilitate the relevant moral compass deviation, (2) characteristics of organizational life that aggravate or amplify these effects, and (3) the intrapersonal consequences of succumbing to these moral compass deviations. We acknowledge that these delineations represent an oversimplification in the service of building theory and that these processes likely overlap in practice. Finally, Section 5 describes fruitful venues for future research by discussing how we can disempower these negative sources of social influence and regain control of our moral compasses. Figure 1 depicts our model of the social processes that can cause us to become ethically adrift.

--------Insert Figure 1 about here--------
2. Facilitators of moral neglect

Moral development theory has highlighted the importance of awareness in the ethical decision-making process (Rest, 1986). When we are not aware of the moral consequences of our actions, unethical behavior is both psychologically easier and more likely (Butterfield, Treviño, & Weaver, 2000; Reynolds, 2006, 2008). While an absence of moral awareness is often discussed as an outcome of intrapersonal cognitive biases and limitations (Chugh et al., 2005; Tenbrunsel & Messick, 2004), social processes can also facilitate neglect of the moral content of our decisions.

2.1. Social processes that facilitate neglect

The research overviewed in this section suggests that social norms and social categorization processes can lead us to neglect the true moral stakes of our decisions, dampening our moral awareness and increasing immoral behavior.

2.1.1. Social norms

Social norms are the general behavioral expectations that people hold in a given context, and represent one of the most powerful ways that people influence each other’s behavior (Cialdini, Kallgren, & Reno, 1991). Research on social norms suggests that the influence of others on individual behavior is driven in large part by observation and, subsequently, modeling of others. People are eager to behave in socially approved ways, and, as a result, attend both consciously and unconsciously to myriad environmental and social cues in search of guidance (Bettenhausen & Murnighan, 1985; March, 1994; Weber, Kopelman, & Messick, 2004). Rather than driving our own destiny, we look for external cues that allow us to relinquish control of the wheel. Put another way, “one means we use to determine what is correct is to find out what other people think is correct” (Cialdini, 1984, p. 116), a concept known as social proof.
Researchers have demonstrated the power of social proof in multiple domains (Cialdini, 1984; Goldstein, Martin, & Cialdini, 2008). We are more likely to engage in altruistic behavior if we see others doing so (Bryan & Test, 1967) and more likely to ignore others’ suffering if others near us are similarly indifferent (Latané & Darley, 1970). We are even more likely to laugh at jokes if others are also laughing at them (Nosanchuk & Lightstone, 1974; Smyth & Fuller, 1972). In general, the more people engage in a behavior, the more compelling it becomes, but the actions of one person can still influence our behavior. Some of Bandura’s classic studies (Bandura, 1973; Bandura, Ross, & Ross, 1961; Bandura, Ross, & Ross, 1963) showed how children exposed to an aggressive adult were considerably more aggressive toward a doll than were children who were not exposed to the aggressive model.

Together, this research suggests that others—either in groups or alone—help to establish a standard for ethical behavior through their actions or inaction. These “local” social norms provide individuals with the proof they need to categorize behavior as appropriate or inappropriate. Repeated exposure to behavioral norms that are inconsistent with those of society at large (as is the case, for example, with the subcultures of juvenile delinquents [Matza, 1964]) may socialize people to alter their understanding of what is ethical, causing broader moral norms to become irrelevant. Thus, when a local social norm neglects morally relevant consequences, it dampens moral awareness, and through this dampening, will increase unethical behavior.

2.1.2. Social categorization

Social categorization is the psychological process by which individuals differentiate between those who are like them (in-group members) and those who are unlike them (out-group members) (Hogg, 2007; Tajfel & Turner, 1979). Social categorization happens universally and immediately in many contexts (Turner, 1999; Turner et al., 1987), on the basis of many
similarities, such as age, marital status, ethnic background (Newcomb, 1961; Yun, 2002), assignment to the same group, such as the same work unit (Guzzo & Dickson, 1996), or even on the basis of minimal and meaningless differentiators such as one’s preference for one modern painter over another (Tajfel, 1970; Tajfel & Turner, 1979). The groups we create through social categorization influence the types of relationships we form, and also how we evaluate the moral content of our actions (Rai & Fiske, 2011).

Social categorization amplifies the effect of social norms, as norms have a stronger effect on our behavior when we perceive those enacting them to be similar to ourselves. In one classic study, pedestrians were more willing to return a “lost” wallet if it was accompanied by a letter written by someone they perceived to be similar to themselves (Hornstein, Fisch, & Holmes, 1968). And in a large-scale survey of Australian citizens, individuals lowered their deduction claims on their tax returns when they received material about the social norm of tax compliance, but only when they identified with the group to which the norm was attributed (Wenzel, 2005). Even strangers who share the most irrelevant characteristics with us can trigger these identification processes, which in turn influence our behavior. In one study, hotel guests informed that other guests who had stayed in that same room had reused their towels led to towel usage rates 33% higher than guests who learned towel reuse rates for the hotel in general (Goldstein, Cialdini, & Griskevicius, 2008).

Unfortunately, this means that if we socially identify with individuals who engage in unethical behavior, our own ethical behavior will likely degrade as well. In one study, college students were asked to solve simple math problems in the presence of others and had the opportunity to cheat by misreporting their performance and leave with undeserved money (Gino, Ayal, & Ariely, 2009). Some participants were exposed to a confederate who cheated
ostentatiously (by finishing the math problems impossibly quickly), leaving the room with the maximum reward. Unethical behavior in the room increased when the ostentatious cheater was clearly an in-group member (a member of the same university as the participants) and decreased when he was an out-group member (a student at a rival university) (Gino, Ayal, et al., 2009).

These findings suggest an intersection between social norm theory (Cialdini, Reno, & Kallgren, 1990; Reno, Cialdini, & Kallgren, 1993) and social identity theory (Tajfel, 1982). Essentially, people copy the behavior of in-group members and distance themselves from the behavior of out-group members, and then use this behavior to maintain or enhance their self-esteem, but in two different ways. In-group members’ transgressions are perceived to be representative of descriptive norms (those that specify how most people behave in a given situation) and thus as less objectionable than the same behavior by an out-group member. In contrast, when assessing the immoral behavior of an out-group confederate, people highlight injunctive norms (those that refer to behaviors that most people approve or disapprove of) and distance themselves from this “bad apple.” Highlighting the different types of norms, depending on whether an in-group or out-group member is modeling the behavior helps individuals maintain a distinctive and positive social identity for their in-group (Brewer, 1993; Tajfel, 1982).

Another consequence of social categorization is out-group mistreatment. Categorizing individuals as members of an out-group allows us to dehumanize them (Bandura, Caprara, & Zsolnai, 2000; Bandura, Underwood, & Fromson, 1975; Bernard, Ottenberg, & Redlich, 1971; Kelman, 1973), to exclude them from moral considerations (Opotow, 1990), or to place them outside our “circle of moral regard” (Reed & Aquino, 2003), and thus mistreat them without feeling (as much) distress. At a fundamental level, we conceive of out-group members as less human and more object-like than in-group members (Haslam, 2006). Recent neurophysiological
research has even found that individuals process images of extreme out-group members, such as the homeless or drug addicts, without many of the markers that appear when they look at images of other people (Harris & Fiske, 2006). Brain-imaging data even show that individuals manifest fewer signs of cognitive or emotional distress when they are asked to think about sacrificing the lives of these extreme out-group members than when they contemplate sacrificing the lives of in-group members (Cikara, Farnsworth, Harris, & Fiske, 2010).

Given these findings, the self-sanctions typically triggered by the prospect of harming others will be subtler, if not absent, when we are contemplating harm against out-group rather than in-group members. Research shows that identifying others as members of out-groups facilitates soldiers’ ability to take military action against them without the associated feelings of distress that typically accompany these behaviors (Fiske, Harris, & Cuddy, 2004; Kelman & Hamilton, 1989). Similarly, in their interpretation of the evidence provided by BBC Television’s reenactment of Zimbardo’s well-known prison experiment (Zimbardo, Haney, Banks, & Jaffe, 1973), Haslam and Reicher (2006) propose that under conditions of high social identification with one’s group, individuals feel free to act on impulses that they believe resonate with other in-group members. Consequently, guards in the prison experiment who socially identified with other guards became more oppressive, and prisoners who socially identified with other prisoners were more likely to rise up against their oppressors. This observation highlights the important role of social identity in how people conceptualize available alternatives of action (which can include or exclude moral choices), as well as the critical role that the moral orientation of one’s group plays in shaping our moral behavior.

Finally, social categorization also leads us to feel psychologically closer to those whom we have categorized as members of our in-group than to those we have categorized as out-group
members (Jones, 2000). When people feel connected to others, they notice and experience others’ emotions (Hatfield, Cacioppo, & Rapson, 1994), including joy (Murray et al., 2002), embarrassment (Miller, 1987), and pain (Batson, 1991; Jackson, Brunet, Meltzoff, & Decety, 2006). As individuals grow close, they take on properties of each other and psychologically afford each other “self” status (Galinsky & Ku, 2004; Galinsky & Moskowitz, 2000; Gunia, Sivanathan, & Galinsky, 2009).

By blurring the boundaries between the self and others, psychological closeness can lead individuals to mimic close others’ behavior, which can have detrimental ethical consequences. Using various manipulations for psychological closeness, Gino and Galinsky (2012) found that participants judged others’ selfish or unethical actions as less morally problematic when they had a psychological connection to them. This led individuals who had formed a psychological connection with a wrongdoer to behave less ethically themselves. Indeed, copycat crimes are often perpetrated by individuals who feel a psychological connection to the models they are emulating (Surette, 2002, 2007; Tarde, 1968). In other words, having a psychological connection with an individual who engages in selfish or unethical behavior can influence how one’s own moral compass is oriented.

2.2. Organizational aggravators of moral neglect

A number of aspects of organizational life exacerbate how these social processes facilitate moral neglect. Some commentators have described organizations as inherently amoral—that is, incapable of attending to the moral implications of their actions (Ashforth & Anand, 2003; Brief, Buttram, & Dukerich, 2001; Clinard & Quinney, 1973, p. 212; Gross, 1978, 1980). Gross even claimed that “all organizations are inherently criminogenic” (Gross, 1978, p. 56). Others have asserted that organizations frequently develop cultures that tolerate violations of
the law that benefit them (Apel & Paternoster, 2009; Jackall, 1988; Sutherland, 1983). We now discuss how organizational socialization, roles, and goals can exacerbate the tendency for social processes to trigger neglect of the moral consequences of our actions.

2.2.1. Socialization

Organizational socialization sets up role expectations for individuals, communicates which organizational goals are important, and establishes appropriate ways to achieve them. Socialization processes per se are agnostic about questions of morality. However, when individuals are new to an organization, or when a pre-existing organizational culture re-socializes individuals to new institutional demands, they look for cues from others to identify appropriate behavior (Bettenhausen & Murnighan, 1985; Weber et al., 2004), and may acclimate to norms that are morally corrupting (Ashforth & Anand, 2003; Brief et al., 2001; Coleman & Ramos, 1998; Shweder, Mahapatra, & Miller, 1990). Thus, through socialization processes, organizations can exacerbate social facilitators of moral neglect (Ashforth & Anand, 2003).

Socialization to unethical practices can happen both consciously, when an individual resists objectionable practices until finally surrendering to them as inevitable, and unconsciously, when an individual becomes seduced by the positive material or psychological benefits of participating in corrupt behavior (Moore, 2009). Moral neglect is more closely related to seductive power of socialization. For example, Barbara Ley Toffler (2003) describes how the socialization practices at Arthur Andersen changed as the firm shifted from a relatively independent auditor that valued integrity to a highly competitive professional services firm where the importance of generating revenues began to overshadow the importance of providing accurate audits of clients’ books. This industry-wide shift gradually eroded individual auditors’ independence, changing socialization practices within firms like Andersen in ways that amplified
the tendency among auditors to neglect the ethical consequences of some of their behaviors (Moore, Tetlock, Tanlu, & Bazerman, 2006).

The human need to belong makes it easier to successfully socialize individuals into unethical behavior (Baumeister & Leary, 1995). An example of this is described in journalist Michael Lewis’ (1989) account of being socialized into the sales culture at investment bank Salomon Brothers. When he joined the firm, Lewis was informed that he could either fit in by becoming a “jammer,” someone willing to unload whatever stocks would most benefit Salomon Brothers, regardless of their worth or benefit to the client, or to be labeled a “geek” or “fool”—that is, someone who behaves more ethically (1989). Given these options, it becomes clear why many chose to become jammers.

Social networks play a role in normalizing unethical behavior and can be a source of moral compass deviations as well. Socialization to unethical practices may become “contagious” through the network of formal and informal relationships that organizations foster (Brass, Butterfield, & Skaggs, 1998; Labianca, Brass, & Gray, 1998). There have been limited efforts to study the social diffusion of unethical behavior within (MacLean, 2001; Mars, 1982) and across (Mohliver, 2012) organizations. However, the obvious importance of diffusion processes in social learning and the spread of corruption (Ashforth & Anand, 2003; Brief et al., 2001; Kulik, O’Fallon, & Salimath, 2008) heighten the importance of understanding how social networks facilitate ethical violations.

2.2.2. Roles

Roles—the sets of behavioral expectations that often surround one’s position within an organization or profession—constrain and direct behavior in ways that also facilitate moral neglect. One way to understand how roles constrain behavior is through the organizational
scripts they provide—the means by which people learn expected or appropriate behavior in their jobs (Gioia, 1992; Gioia & Poole, 1984). Dennis Gioia was a recall coordinator at the Ford Motor Company in the 1970s when some of the first accident footage involving the Pinto car came across his desk. A spectacularly un-roadworthy car, the Pinto was susceptible to “lighting up” (bursting into flames) during low-speed, rear-impact collisions. Gioia explains how the scripts of his role, which included what to attend to and what to ignore when making recall decisions, prevented him from recognizing that leaving this model on the road could have fatal consequences. Specifically, his scripted cues for initiating a recall were restricted to whether negative outcomes occurred frequently and had directly traceable causes (1992). After determining that accidents involving “light ups” were relatively rare and did not have a clear cause, his investigations went no further, nor did he see this decision as morally problematic.

In extreme cases, such as the behavior of SS officers during the Holocaust (Arendt, 1963/1994) or prison guards in the Stanford prison experiments (Zimbardo, 2007; Zimbardo et al., 1973), roles direct individuals’ behavior toward brutal ends. In the Stanford prison experiments, for example, one guard (randomly assigned to that role) wrote in his daily diary at the beginning of the experiment, “I cannot see a time when I might maltreat other living things.” By day 5, this same guard had singled out a specific prisoner for “special abuse both because he begs for it and because I simply don’t like him” (Zimbardo et al., 1973). Zimbardo attributes the rapid deterioration of the guard’s behavior to the zealously with which the individual took on his role of prison guard. After the experiment, the participant who played the prison warden said, “While I believe that it was necessary for staff (me) to enact the warden role, at least some of the time, I am startled by the ease with which I could turn off my sensitivity and concern for others”
(Zimbardo et al., 1973). Forty years later and in a different country, the BBC replicated a version of Zimbardo’s experiment on air, with very similar results (Haslam & Reicher, 2006).

2.2.3. Goals

Fundamental to organizational life, goals are often set for individual-, team-, and firm-level activities, and are then regularly monitored and assessed in order to maximize performance. The evidence that goals motivate behavior is overwhelming (Locke & Latham, 2002). However, concern that goals can degrade moral behavior is growing (Barsky, 2004, 2008; Ordóñez et al., 2009; Schweitzer et al., 2004). Individuals appear to be more likely to behave unethically when goals have been set for them, compared to when they have been asked simply to “do their best,” particularly when they “just miss” those goals (Schweitzer et al., 2004). Goals often involve profit targets, driven by a “bottom-line mentality” (Wolfe, 1988) in which self-interest is the primary motivation and profit the primary objective. Contexts where profit is the primary goal may well exclude potentially more communal, altruistic, or pro-social motivations (Grant, 2007) or behaviors (Dozier & Miceli, 1985; Van Dyne, Graham, & Dienesch, 1994). An overview of corporate offenses also suggests that goal-oriented environments provide an “implicit message…that much more weight is attached to job completion than to legal or ethical means of accomplishment” (Yaeger, 1986: 110).

Goals promulgated by organizational authorities may cause employees to neglect the moral implications of the actions they take to meet these goals through a phenomenon called goal shielding. A series of studies have documented that people are better at meeting goals when other aspects of a situation, or potentially competing interests, have been “shielded” from immediate relevance (Shah, Friedman, & Kruglanski, 2002). This shielding leaves more cognitive room to focus on and meet specific goals, but it also allows employees to omit
additional factors—such as the ethical implications of the goal or the actions required to meet it—from their behavioral calculus. In a notorious example, the sales goals set in Sears, Roebuck & Co.’s auto repair centers in the early 1990s prompted mechanics to regularly overcharge customers and undertake unnecessary work on vehicles (Yin, 1992). Goals also played a role in the dangerous design of the Ford Pinto. The company gave engineers a goal called the “Limits of 2,000,” which required them to produce a car that was less than 2,000 pounds (to maximize fuel efficiency) and cost less than $2,000 (to ensure a low price). This goal influenced the placement of the Pinto’s rubber gas tank behind an insubstantial rear bumper, a major factor in the Pinto’s tendency to “light up” in low-speed collisions (Gioia, 1992).

By mobilizing and focusing our behavior toward specific ends, goals lead us to neglect other (often desirable) behavior (Shah et al., 2002). This characteristic of goals is related to the role of incentives in reinforcement theory. Goals and incentives can both telescope our attention toward an outcome and blind us to the reasons the goals or incentives were set up in the first place. As an example, when police officers are given a target number of crimes to solve, they typically become motivated to pursue the crimes whose perpetrators are easiest to catch (such as prostitution) rather than the crimes whose perpetrators are more elusive but at least equally as important to catch (such as burglars) (Stone, 1988). And just as the “Limits of 2,000” goal undermined Ford’s ability to meet their ultimate objective of designing and producing a fuel-efficient car that would help them compete successfully with Japanese automakers, performance goals in schools have been blamed for causing widespread, systemic cheating on standardized tests, undermining the original objective of raising levels of student achievement (Bohte & Meier, 2000; Jacob & Levitt, 2003). Thus, goals and incentives can distort outcomes away from the type of behavior they are supposed to motivate, toward more nefarious ends (Grant, 2012).
2.3. Intrapersonal consequences of moral neglect

When social processes facilitate us to neglect the consequences of our actions, the “moral colors [of those actions]…fade into bleached hues that are void of moral implications,” (Tenbrunsel & Messick, 2004, p. 224). Bird calls this phenomenon “moral blindness” (1996). Reynolds considers it “inattentiveness” to the moral content of decisions (2008). The intrapersonal consequences of moral neglect can also be considered more generally under the rubric of “bounded ethicality” (Chugh et al., 2005; Murnighan et al., 2001).

When we are aware of the moral aspects of a situation, we generally meet the normative expectations of behavior implied by it (Butterfield et al., 2000). In contrast, when we fail to recognize the moral consequences of a decision, it is easier for us to make unethical choices free from psychological distress, guilt, or regret. Consider a recent debate on the ethicality of tax avoidance. In June 2012, British Prime Minister David Cameron called out a popular British comedian, Jimmy Carr, for his participation in a scheme that was technically legal but that allowed him to pay income tax rates as low as 1% on his annual earnings of £3.3 million (Wintour & Syal, 2012). Cameron accused participants in this scheme of “using the tax law to get a tax advantage that Parliament never intended” (HM Revenue and Customs, 2011, p. 7). Carr defended himself, tweeting, “I met with a financial advisor and he said to me: ‘Do you want to pay less tax? It’s totally legal.’ I said: ‘Yes.’” (Wintour & Syal, 2012).

In Jimmy Carr’s case, failing to consider that he might be crossing a moral boundary made it easier for him to respond “yes” to his financial advisor. Whether the scheme was a morally appropriate way to protect earnings was simply not part of Carr’s decision criteria. The fact that other wealthy people (in-group members) participate in similar schemes made the activity normative and acceptable, fading its moral consequences. Cameron’s public call-out of
Carr forced him to integrate the potential ethical implications of tax avoidance into the next decisions he took regarding his tax arrangements. After this incident, Carr agreed to manage his finances more ethically (Wintour & Syal, 2012). Though his change of heart may have been driven by concerns about his image, if the arrangements hadn’t been morally suspect, they wouldn’t have caused any public relations concerns. Thus, an awareness of the moral consequences of his tax planning choices played a role in his next steps even if his motive to change was not particularly virtuous.

2.4. Summary

Individuals are better equipped to make moral decisions if they are aware of the relevant moral values and implications of the decisions they are facing (Butterfield et al., 2000; Jones, 1991). We have discussed how social norms and social categorization can serve as facilitators of moral neglect and have identified two main ways in which this occurs. First, because we look to others for norms of appropriate behavior, we tend to emulate their behavior, regardless of its moral content. Second, social categorization creates in-groups with whom we identify and feel psychologically close, and we can be easily blinded to the unethical consequences of their behavior. Social categorization also facilitates unethical behavior toward out-groups, members of which are easy to mistreat. We also discussed three characteristics of organizational life—socialization, roles, and goals—that exacerbate the social facilitators of moral neglect. Socialization amplifies moral neglect by habituating newcomers to norms absent of moral content. Organizational roles also amplify moral neglect, as they represent a compelling directive force on human behavior. Third, goals can direct and focus behavior and attention in a way that restricts moral concerns. Finally, we discussed the moral fading that occurs as a consequence of these processes.
3. Facilitators of moral justification

If moral neglect represents the absence of conscious consideration of the moral domain, then moral justification refers to the process through which individuals distort their understanding of their actions. Moral justification allows us to reframe immoral actions as defensible, reducing the dissonance or anticipation of guilt that may function as an obstacle to unethical behavior, paving the way for it.

3.1. Social processes that facilitate justification

In this section, we discuss two ways that people support moral justifications of ethically suspect behavior so that they may engage in it without threatening one’s positive self-image. First, we discuss how social comparison processes drive negative emotions like envy, which create justification for immoral actions. Second, we discuss how self-verification causes individuals to seek out information that confirms their views of themselves as moral, which may trigger moral hypocrisy or moral licensing. Both of these social processes provide individuals with the moral justification to engage in unethical behavior, and feel legitimate in doing so.

3.1.1. Social comparison

In his seminal analysis of social-comparison processes, Festinger (1954) proposed that individuals are motivated for adaptive reasons to assess their own abilities and opinions. Since we lack objective, nonsocial standards for most of these assessments, we tend to use others—typically, similar others—as our points of comparison. People make both upward social comparisons, to targets who are (perceived as) better on some dimension, and downward social comparisons, to targets who are (perceived as) worse on some dimension. These different types of social comparisons serve different purposes in different circumstances, including self-evaluation and self-enhancement (Suls, Martin, & Wheeler, 2002).
The relevance of social-comparison processes to the moral domain is increasingly recognized (Monin, 2007). A number of studies in this domain suggest that the negative outcomes of unflattering social comparisons may be driven by the emotion of envy (Salovey & Rodin, 1984; Tesser & Collins, 1988). Envy, which arises frequently among workers and managers (Duffy & Shaw, 2000; Vecchio, 2005), can be accompanied by feelings of inferiority and resentment (Monin, 2007), or a sense of injustice due to one’s disadvantageous position, even when the disadvantage is purely subjective (Smith, Parrott, Ozer, & Moniz, 1994). When social comparisons lead to envy, people are motivated to take actions to sabotage others or aggress against them (Vecchio, 2000), to undermine them socially (Duffy et al., 2012), or to engage in other harmful behaviors (Pruitt & Kimmel, 1977; Smith & Walker, 2000). The experience of envy can also motivate deception in interpersonal negotiations (Moran & Schweitzer, 2008).

Employees can have strong reactions of envy toward customers with whom they compare unfavorably on visible signals of wealth (physical appearance, vehicles, and other possessions) (Gino & Pierce, 2010). In related research, social comparisons were elicited by differences in resource allocation among individuals, Gino and Pierce (2009) found that participants in laboratory studies were willing to forgo payment in order to punish those they envied. Thus, social-comparison processes may cause individuals to sabotage or hurt others.

The envy elicited by disadvantageous social comparisons can lead to justification of unethical behavior by allowing individuals to believe that their actions will help them restore equity. Greenberg (1990) documented this motivation in a seminal study of employee theft in three manufacturing plants. After the loss of two major contracts, a manufacturing company temporarily cut factory workers’ wages by 15% in two of three facilities. Employee theft
increased in the two plants where wages had been cut but remained stable in the third plant. Greenberg attributes the theft increase to a reaction to perceived underpayment inequity (1990). Similar studies, in contexts ranging from fast-food restaurant workers (Hollinger, Slora, & Terris, 1992) to nurses (Dabney, 1995), confirm that when employees perceive workplace practices to be unfair, they can easily reframe theft as an earned “benefit.” Together, this research suggests that social comparisons and the emotions resulting from them often serve as a justification for immoral behavior, in part because of the negative emotions they elicit. This is especially true when we compare unfavorably to others and when we find these unfavorable comparisons to be unfair.

3.1.2. Self-verification

A second facilitator of moral justification is self-verification. According to self-verification theory (Swann, 1983, 1990), people are motivated to verify, validate, and sustain their existing view of themselves. Research has identified two main ways that the need to self-verify within our social environment affects our behavior (for a thorough review, see Leary, 2007). First, it motivates us to interact with people who see us as we see ourselves (Swann, Pelham, & Krull, 1989), since they can confirm our self-concept. This tendency can lead individuals to create and maintain cultures that may perpetuate morally questionable behaviors, as individuals will seek to remain in the company of those who confirm their positive self-regard, regardless of their actions. Enron CEO Jeff Skilling, for example, reportedly surrounded himself with “yes men” who built up his ego without questioning his decisions (Zellner, 2002). These “yes men” may have helped Skilling confirm his positive self-views as a competent executive without drawing attention to his morally questionable behaviors.
Second, people also solicit self-verifying feedback from others (Robinson & Smith-Lovin, 1992; Sedikides & Strube, 1997) and look for, see, and remember information that is consistent with their existing self-concepts (Baumeister, Bratslavsky, Finkenauer, & Vohs, 2001; Swann & Read, 1981). As a result, people often misinterpret feedback in ways that are consistent with their self-concepts and dismiss information that is accurate but inconsistent with those self-concepts (Doherty, Weigold, & Schlenker, 1990). Though self-verification has not been studied in the context of ethical behavior, we suggest that the human need to self-verify will facilitate moral justification. Since individuals’ self-concepts consistently involve strong beliefs in their own morality (Baumhart, 1968; Brenner & Molander, 1977; Tyson, 1990, 1992), they are likely to seek out and attend to evidence that supports this aspect of their self-concept. Individuals will also likely dismiss negative feedback about their own morality, making it more difficult for them to correct their unethical behavior.

The need to self-verify will thus interact with the human tendency to see oneself as moral and result in construing one’s actions as moral, regardless of their actual ethical content. This may help to explain why individuals who have engaged in morally questionable behavior often persist in the sincere belief that they behaved ethically. This list includes Franklin Raines, former CEO of mortgage company Fannie Mae, who maintained he did “nothing wrong” even after incurring $100 million in penalties for accounting fraud (Labaton, 2004), former Lehman Brothers CEO Richard Fuld, who claimed he and his colleagues were “unfairly vilified” by accusations of accounting fraud (Zibel & Aversa), and Conrad Black, former CEO of the Canadian firm Hollinger, who claimed he would never “have dreamt” of breaking laws, even after serving three years in prison for fraud (Whyte, 2011).
Strong beliefs in one’s own ethicality can be exacerbated by the *false consensus bias*, or the assumption that others hold the same views that we do (Ross, Greene, & House, 1977). Flynn and Wiltermuth (2010) recently posited two reasons why the false consensus bias will likely increase unethical behavior in organizations. First, people tend to avoid moral dialogue in organizations (Sabini & Silver, 1982), denying them access to others’ true opinions on morally relevant matters. Second, the networked structure of most organizations means that individuals who are highly central, such as CEOs, will be particularly likely to believe that other members share their views. Indeed, in samples of MBA students and executives, the authors confirm that individuals who are central in their social networks are more likely than others to think that others agree with their views on ethical matters (Flynn & Wiltermuth, 2010). This may lead central actors in social networks to feel justified behaving in certain ways simply because they mistakenly assume that others think like they do.

### 3.2. Organizational aggravators of moral justification

In this section, we discuss three ways in which organizational life can exacerbate our tendencies towards moral justification. Both identification with one’s organization and loyalty to one’s work group will support moral justification by providing legitimating reasons to do wrong. We also discuss framing and euphemistic language as an aggravator of moral justification because of how commonly organizations rename practices or products to make them seem more innocuous and hence more legitimate than they actually are.

#### 3.2.1. Organizational identification

If moral justification involves sanctifying corrupt practices by appealing to worthy ends (White, Bandura, & Bero, 2009), then the organization represents a powerful “higher cause” to which individuals can appeal to make suspect practices appear morally worthy. Unethical
behavior in support of organizational ends has been termed \textit{unethical prosocial behavior} because it is undertaken for ostensibly good reasons—to benefit the company (Umphress & Bingham, 2011). Empirical research supports the idea that identification with other organizational members will exacerbate unethical behaviors undertaken to support corporate goals, as long as employees believe their efforts will be reciprocated (Umphress, Bingham, & Mitchell, 2010). Likewise, lack of social identification with coworkers will exacerbate unethical behavior toward the organization and its members. For example, in both student teams and organizational samples, Duffy and her colleagues found that individuals with low levels of social identification with team members were more likely to socially undermine them than those who identified with their colleagues more strongly (Duffy et al., 2012). As an aside, failing to socially identify with group members may also provide the absence of social conformity pressures needed for whistle-blowing (a possibility we discuss in Section 5).

Fortunately, there is also evidence that identification with more virtuous institutions can mitigate unethical behavior. A study of academic misconduct found that students who strongly identified with their school reported lower levels of academic misconduct than did those with weaker attachments to their institution (Finn & Frone, 2004). Similarly, a study of 200 employees and their supervisors in China found that the relationship between ethical leadership and performance could be partially explained by the degree to which ethical leaders elevated positive models of organizational identification among their subordinates (Walumbwa et al., 2011). Organizational identification, then, can work both ways: exacerbating unethical outcomes when institutions are corrupt and mitigating unethical outcomes when they are more virtuous. Clearly, in both instances, the organization represents a powerful force that can be marshaled to justify specific practices, whether virtuous or vicious.
3.2.2. Group loyalty

Just as organizations can be a compelling source of moral justification, so too can groups of organizational members. As Ashforth and Anand (2003) note, group loyalty is a fundamental facilitator of moral justification. People may abandon global or universal moral norms in order to give preference to those close to them (Rorty, 2001). While there are likely evolutionary roots for this preference (Haidt & Bjorklund, 2008; Haidt & Graham, 2007), loyalty toward those close to us inherently undermines moral norms of fairness (Berlin & Williams, 1994). This is perhaps most evident in cases of nepotism, when close others are given undue preference in employment or resource allocation (Becker, 1957).

Sometimes the role of group loyalty in moral justification is explicit. Just as loyalty to one’s nation or religious faith is invoked to justify war (Kramer, 1990; Rapoport & Alexander, 1982), loyalty to other organizational members is invoked to justify questionable business practices. For example, anthropological studies of police corruption have described how officers often prioritize allegiance to colleagues above any responsibility to report internal misconduct to superiors (Heck, 1992). A study of the self-regulation of misconduct within the U.S. Military Academy also supports the idea that explicit notions of loyalty toward one’s fellow officers provide a justification to normalize and refrain from reporting officially prohibited behavior (Pershing, 2002). In this study, midshipmen who (in the view of their peers) over-reported military code violations were called “honor Nazis,” a disparaging term for those whose loyalty to the institution overrode loyalty to their more local group. As Pershing points out, in many organizational contexts where cohesive groups develop, loyalty to one’s subgroup will override loyalty to the organization (2002).
Using loyalty to one’s group to morally justify unethical behavior also happens unconsciously in organizations. *Groupthink*, a phenomenon originally described in a study of disastrous U.S. foreign policy decisions, refers to a mode of thinking that develops in cohesive in-groups “when the members’ strivings for unanimity override their motivation to realistically appraise alternative courses of action” (Janis, 1972, p. 8-9). Groupthink is relevant to unethical outcomes (Sims, 1992). Though empirical evidence is lacking, anecdotal evidence abounds on groups reaching immoral consensus decisions that allow members to maintain a positive self-image. For example, in his analysis of the Nixon administration, Raven writes that the “us vs. them” mentality promoted by the president led to lapses in moral restraint (1974).

Groupthink leads to these types of suboptimal decisions because the drive for individuals to agree—which serves the positive social purposes of minimizing internal conflict and reaffirming group membership (“us”)—overrides any desire to raise issues in the search for a better decision. Though the exact processes and outcomes of groupthink remain contested, some have proposed that it represents a collective attempt to maintain a positive image of one’s group (Turner & Pratkanis, 1998). This theory is consistent with the notion that self-verification processes can facilitate moral justification, particularly when group members seek feedback from others to verify their positive group identity in the domain of morality (Leach, Ellemers, & Barreto, 2007).

3.2.3. *Business framing and euphemistic language*

Similar to the exacerbating effect of goals, business language specifies what counts as important, valuable, rewarded, and expected in organizations. Language creates and substantiates our reality and constrains the options we see and from which we choose (Ferraro, Pfeffer, &
It also frames how we view those options and provides substance for the justifications of our choices.

Empirical studies confirm that euphemistic labels can psychologically sanitize unethical practices, facilitating our participation in them. In part, this is because language signals how a decision ought to be understood, which in turn changes the appropriate choice in that particular context. For example, framing a social dilemma decision in economic terms (“invest in a joint investment fund”) results in less cooperation than framing it in cooperative terms (“contribute to a social event”) (Pillutla & Chen, 1999). Likewise, framing a prisoner’s dilemma in economic terms (“Wall Street game”) results in higher rates of defection than framing it in communal terms (“community game”) (Liberman, Samuels, & Ross, 2004). Factors other than language can also affect how a decision is framed, and then made. After Tenbrunsel and Messick found that individuals more often chose to engage in undesirable (but potentially profitable) behavior in the presence of sanctions against it (1999), follow-up studies confirmed that when sanctions from external regulators were a possibility, participants framed undesirable behavior as a “business” decision rather than as a “personal” or “ethical” one.

Sanitizing terms are used for a wide range of harmful or otherwise prohibited business practices. For example, the firm USEcology, whose name suggests environmental friendliness, has specialized in radioactive and hazardous waste disposal since 1952. Many forms of fraud have colorful names that evoke images far removed from their actual, more nefarious content: “channel stuffing” refers to the practice of booking sales to distributors as final sales to customers, “candy deals” involve temporarily selling products to distributors and promising to buy them back later with a kickback added on, “tango sheets” are false books used to calculate earnings inflation and hide expenses in order to hit quarterly targets (Lohr, 2004), and “cookie
jar reserves” refer to using surpluses from profitable years to improve the balance sheet during leaner years (The Economist, 2010). These terms support moral justification by obfuscating the true purpose of unethical activities and making consideration of their true nature less likely.

Sometimes, individuals must practice using euphemistic language in order to psychologically commit to it. Jackall writes about executives rehearsing “legitimations”—official ways of blandly discussing morally questionable corporate decisions and gradually becoming comfortable repeating these excuses publicly (1988, p. 188-190). Kreps and Monin (2011) elaborate on how individuals within organizations manage mismatches between the private desire or motivation to frame an issue morally with the public or organizational need to diminish the issue’s moral content. One outcome of this tension is “moral muteness” (Bird, 1996), or finding non-moral or pragmatic language to capture the value that the individual privately moralizes, such as calling layoffs “right-sizing”. However, using non-moral language facilitates disengagement from the moral content of the action, reducing the uncomfortable feelings triggered by the mismatch and making it easier for people to engage in the morally questionable behavior.

3.3. Intrapersonal consequences of moral justification

If the main intrapersonal consequence of moral neglect is a failure to acknowledge or integrate moral considerations into decision making and behavior, moral justification prompts us to reconstrue immoral choices as morally innocuous or even morally righteous. Intrapersonally, moral justification can manifest as moral disengagement, moral hypocrisy, and moral licensing—consequences that pervert how we evaluate moral decisions, allowing us to make immoral choices more easily.
3.3.1. *Moral disengagement*

Moral disengagement refers to a set of eight cognitive mechanisms that deactivate the self-sanctions that typically compel us to behave morally (Bandura, 1990, 1999). Employing these mechanisms reduces the cognitive dissonance individuals experience when engaging in morally questionable behavior and enables their participation in them without the typically attendant negative cognitive or emotional consequences. Thus, during his trial for war crimes, Adolf Eichmann consistently maintained that he would only “have had a bad conscience if he had *not* done what he had been ordered to do—to ship millions of men, women and children to their death” (Arendt, 1963/1994, p. 25). Eichmann, who here has employed the moral disengagement mechanism of displacing one’s moral agency to organizational superiors, can legitimately claim he was not guilty because his evaluation of his own actions has been so thoroughly distorted.

People can morally disengage either actively or unconsciously. For example, when conditions permit disadvantageous social comparisons, individuals may actively employ justifications for immoral behavior. If one construes employee theft as simply a means of restoring equity (Greenberg, 1990) or as a response to employers defaulting on their own obligations (Kemper, 1966), then stealing seems almost the moral thing to do. Once habituated to morally disengaged cognitions such as “I deserve this from my employer,” individuals may slide into a wide range of undesirable behaviors, including dishonesty, theft, and cheating (Detert, Treviño, & Sweitzer, 2008; Moore et al., 2012); social undermining (Duffy et al., 2005); and sexual harassment (Claybourn, 2011) in the belief that these actions are justified. Moral disengagement thus operates as a moral compass disruptor, moving the needle towards an activity that can be morally justified through its mechanisms.
3.3.2. *Moral hypocrisy*

A second intrapersonal consequence of moral justification is moral hypocrisy, or “morality extolled... not with an eye to producing a good and right outcome but in order to appear moral yet still benefit oneself” (Batson et al., 1997, p. 1335). When people have moral justifications at hand, they can more easily engage in immoral actions without detrimentally affecting their self-image as a moral person. In a creative series of studies, Batson and his colleagues demonstrated that people were more likely to treat themselves preferentially (and others unfairly) as long as the context offered an easy justification or way to obscure the fact that they were doing so (Batson et al., 1997; Batson et al., 1999).

Some evidence suggests that the willingness to cut oneself moral slack in the face of temptations toward self-interest is volitional rather than automatic (Valdesolo & DeSteno, 2008). On a fundamental level, we realize we are being unfair, but the presence of a justification for our behavior allows us to appear to meet moral considerations rather than actually meeting them. Over time, though, individuals can become skilled at neutralizing morally questionable activities (Bersoff, 1999b; Valdesolo & DeSteno, 2008), and behavior that may have started with a need to volitionally rationalize it becomes a less considered or even a mindless or automatic choice.

3.3.3. *Moral licensing*

A third intrapersonal consequence of the social availability of moral justifications is moral licensing. In the last decade, researchers have studied “compensatory ethics”, the phenomenon of using prior moral actions as a credential or license to commit later unethical actions and prior unethical actions as a motivation to engage in later ethical ones (for reviews, see Merritt et al., 2010; Miller & Effron, 2010; Monin & Jordan, 2009; Zhong, Ku, Lount, & Murnighan, 2010). Moral justification that occurs through self-verification may offer individual
license to engage in unethical acts in the following way. A common self-verification tactic is for individuals to seek positive feedback about themselves as moral individuals. Armed with positive information about themselves, people may then feel licensed to engage in unethical acts, or have the “perception that they are permitted to take an action or express a thought without fear of discrediting themselves” (Miller & Effron, 2010, p. 116). For example, individuals who wrote about themselves using explicitly positive (caring, generous, fair) moral words, later engaged in less altruistic behavior than did those who wrote about themselves using negative (greedy, mean, selfish) words (Sachdeva, Iliev, & Medin, 2009).

Our social groups also provide ammunition for moral licensing. In a series of studies, Kouchaki (2011) finds that moral behavior exhibited by an individual’s in-groups can function as a vicarious license for that individual’s own discrimination, particularly when his or her social identification with the in-group is high. Together, these results lead to the disheartening conclusion that when we are motivated or tempted to behave immorally, we will seek and use any available information to justify that behavior to ourselves.

3.4. Summary

Even when individuals are aware of the ethical dimensions of the choices they are making, they may still engage in unethical behavior as long as they recruit justifications for it. In this section, we discussed the role of two social-psychological processes—social comparison and self-verification—that facilitate moral justification, which will lead to immoral behavior. We also discussed three characteristics of organizational life that amplify these social-psychological processes. Specifically, we discussed how organizational identification, group loyalty, and framing or euphemistic language can all affect the likelihood and extent to which individuals justify their actions, by judging them as ethical when in fact they are morally contentious. Finally,
we discussed moral disengagement, moral hypocrisy, and moral licensing as intrapersonal consequences of these social facilitators of moral justification.

4. Facilitators of moral inaction or immoral action

Individuals may be aware of the moral content of their actions, make accurate judgments about what is right and wrong, and still be unable to follow through with desirable action. In this section, we overview how social processes create obstacles to doing the right thing or motivation to do the wrong thing.

4.1. Social processes that facilitate moral inaction or immoral action

A number of social influences can create obstacles between good intentions and ethical behavior. In this section, we explore social conformity, obedience to authority, and diffusion of responsibility as three types of social influence that make moral action less likely.

4.1.1. Social conformity

Asch’s foundational experiments in the 1950s demonstrated how individuals tend to conform to the social agreement they perceive rather than to their own intuition about what is correct (Asch, 1951, 1955). In his most classic experimental paradigm, participants in a room filled with confederates were asked to assess which of a series of lines is the same length as a “standard line.” Though the correct answer was always unambiguous, in 12 of 18 trials, the confederates first unanimously agree to a wrong answer. In the face of this social consensus, 75% of respondents provided a patently wrong answer at least some of the time (Asch, 1955). When the conforming individuals were asked why they provided wrong answers, they responded that they feared looking foolish and, in the face of social consensus, began to doubt their own intuitions. Asch’s study suggests that when situations instigate an internal conflict between the
fear of potential social embarrassment and the fear of potential inaccuracy, the fear of social consequences looms larger (cf., Warren & Smith-Crowe, 2008).

It is easy to see how social conformity, in the right context, may make it difficult for people to follow through on a decision to behave morally, even when their moral awareness is activated and moral judgments are accurate. A partial explanation for the low rates of whistle-blowing in corporate wrongdoing must be the compulsion to behave in concert with majority views; accordingly, best estimates are that less than half of those who witness organizational wrongdoing report it (Near & Miceli, 1996; Rothschild & Miethe, 1999). Social conformity also helps us understand why individuals mimic the egregious behavior of others, such as American soldiers’ torture of prisoners at Abu Ghraib in Iraq (Hersh, 2004).

4.1.2. Diffusion of responsibility

The general finding that the presence of others inhibits the impulse to help individuals in distress, known as the bystander effect, is driven in large part by social conformity (Latané & Darley, 1970: 38). People are less likely to respond to an emergency when others are present, particularly when those present are passive. In a classic study, participants began completing surveys in a room that slowly filled with smoke (Latané & Darley, 1968). Participants who believed they were alone left the room to report the smoke 75% of the time. But when participants were in the room with two passive confederates, only 10% got up to report the smoke. We seem to prefer inaction to the risk of acting first, which opens up the possibility of being judged as socially inappropriate, leaving one exposed to the potential ridicule of others.

Even the perception that others are witnessing the same emergency decreases one’s likelihood of acting. In another classic study (Darley & Latané, 1968), individuals heard a confederate having what seemed to be a severe epileptic fit in another room. Eighty-five percent
of participants who believed they were the only other person within earshot reported the seizure in under one minute. In contrast, only 31% of those who were led to believe there were four others within earshot reported the emergency before the end of the six-minute experiment, and those who did took more than twice as long to respond as those who believed they were alone.

The explanation of this moral inaction is often described in terms of diffusion of responsibility: when the cost of inaction can be shared among multiple parties, individuals are less likely to take responsibility for action themselves. The bystander effect is robust in part because it allows people to take advantage of a bias that causes us to evaluate acts more harshly than omissions and direct causation as worse than indirect causation (Baron & Ritov, 2004; Greene & Darley, 1998). Legal and normative differences between acts and omissions (failing to act) continue to be debated in philosophy and legal scholarship (e.g., Moore, 1993) in part because, psychologically, we evaluate their consequences as qualitatively different.

4.1.3. Obedience to authority

Moral inaction may also be facilitated by individuals’ tendencies to obey legitimate authority figures. As Milgram’s famous obedience experiments showed 50 years ago, individuals relinquish personal agency for their own actions easily in the face of requests from an authority figure (1963, 1974). In the standard paradigm for these experiments, participants assigned to the role of “teacher” were instructed to administer electrical shocks of increasing degrees of severity to confederate “learners” who offered incorrect answers to questions. Two-thirds of participants continued to increase the severity of the electrical shocks to the maximum extent, as long as the authority figure verbally required them to do so (Milgram, 1974).

Obedience to authority appears to be a deep-seated psychological response that only a minority of individuals naturally resist (Milgram, 1974). Though Milgram did show that
obedience levels could be reduced when additional confederates in the experiment refused to shock the “learner” in a dramatic way, a recent partial replication the experiments suggested that subtler examples (or models) of refusal behavior do little to reduce compliance rates (Burger, 2009). More recent studies have reached similar results in employment contexts, finding that individuals obey the requests of supervisors to discriminate against potential employees, independent of their own beliefs about race (Brief et al., 1995; Brief et al., 2000).

4.2. Organizational aggravators of immoral (in)action

Organizations can exacerbate social influences that lead to moral inaction or immoral action because they are commonly structured in ways that allow us to minimize moral agency for our actions. First, bureaucracy and the anonymity it provides exacerbate the diffusion of responsibility—the minimization of moral agency that occurs when one is a member of a group. Second, hierarchy exacerbates obedience to authority and the displacement of moral agency onto organizational superiors.

4.2.1. Bureaucracy and anonymity

Being a member of a bureaucratic organization can create a personal sense of anonymity, a state that facilitates negative moral outcomes both structurally and psychologically. Within a bureaucratic structure, an individual is “protected, in so far as the office sets the limits of his responsibility, from both the bludgeons of critics and the sharp thrust of his own conscience” (Hughes, 1937, p. 406). Moreover, the legal protections afforded to corporations limit individual employees’ criminal and civil liability for actions undertaken on the job (Bakan, 2004). As the Lord Chancellor of England stated 300 years ago, the corporation “has no soul to be damned, and no body to be kicked” (cited in Coffee, 1981), a fact that facilitates corporate misconduct and creates a conundrum for its prosecutors. The effects of anonymity are amplified in large
bureaucracies, as both size and division of labor make responsibility more challenging to assess and penalties for misconduct more challenging to inflict.

Psychologically, anonymity facilitates immoral action by allowing people to feel shielded from personal responsibility. When they are anonymous, individuals feel less “like themselves”, and as if their actions are unobserved and thus will have no consequences. The process of becoming anonymous, known as de-individuation, has been elicited experimentally using a number of methods. Two interesting studies found that the de-individuating effect of Halloween costumes increased morally questionable behavior (Diener, Fraser, & Beaman, 1976). In one of the studies, children engaged in doubly aggressive play (compared to their baseline level) after putting on costumes, though they had been told that aggression would reduce their odds of earning tokens they could cash in for prizes. In a second study, actual trick-or-treaters were given the opportunity to steal candy and money, with the anonymity of their costumes either protected or undermined (depending on whether they were asked their name and where they lived). The experimenters considered the anonymity afforded by being a trick-or-treater in a group rather than alone as a second experimental factor. They found an effect both for the anonymity provided by wearing costumes and for trick-or-treating as part of a group: trick-or-treaters assured of anonymity in groups stole the most (57% of them); 21% stole if they were alone but assured of anonymity, or if they were in groups but asked to reveal their identities; and only 7% of those without either the protection of group membership or costumed anonymity committed theft (Diener et al., 1976).

In organizations, uniforms can be used to create anonymity or encourage role-relevant behavior. Zimbardo used uniforms as “costumes” of anonymity in his prison experiments; guards wore sunglasses to shield their gaze from prisoners (Zimbardo, 2007). In a different experiment
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ostensibly about creativity and stress, individuals were given the opportunity to give electric shocks to other participants. Half the participants were de-individuated by wearing baggy lab coats, nametags with only numbers on them, and hoods or masks to cover their faces; the other half wore “individuating” nametags and no costumes. Psychologically shielded from the consequences of their actions through their costumes, de-individuated (more anonymous) participants delivered twice the level of shock to “victims”, compared to individuated participants (Zimbardo, 1970).

Relating back to the prior section, organizations also create a sense of anonymity through language. For example, when the executive branch of the U.S. government orders activities with negative consequences, press releases often report that the “White House” was responsible for the decision, thus replacing a human agent (someone inside the White House) with an inanimate object, making responsibility more difficult to determine and assign. Interestingly, the organizational conditions that facilitate anonymity, such as those that keep decisions from being associated with any individual actor, also aggravate moral neglect. As Diane Vaughan writes about the organizational conditions that led to the space shuttle Challenger disaster:

[R]outine characteristics of inter- and intra-organizational relationships—conditions common to all organizations…concealed the seriousness of the technical problem on the Solid Rocket Boosters from people outside the work group, preventing them from identifying the trend and intervening in some way that might have altered the decision-making pattern prior to the Challenger launch decision. (1998, p. 42).

Thus, bureaucracy not only makes its members and their actions anonymous to outsiders, but also to each other.

4.2.2. Hierarchy

Bureaucracies create hierarchy, or the ordering of individuals in positions of greater and lesser power and social status (Magee & Galinsky, 2008; Weber, 1994). Hierarchy provides
individuals a route through which they can absolve themselves of personal responsibility for acts undertaken either for themselves directly, or for their team or organization. In their analysis of the My Lai massacre in Vietnam, Kelman and Hamilton cite hierarchy as a cause of this “crime of obedience”: the massacre was initiated by an order that became perverted as it filtered through a chain of subordinates (1989). Similar to anonymity, individuals are both legally protected from bearing full responsibility for their actions when ordered to do so by military superiors (Kelman & Hamilton, 1989, p. 6) and psychologically protected from the weight of moral responsibility when they can effectively transfer responsibility to a superior.

Bandura calls the psychological passing of moral responsibility up through the chain of command “displacement of responsibility” (Bandura, 1990, 1999). Milgram refers to it as the “agentic shift”, a transition from an autonomous state where one feels a personal sense of responsibility for one’s actions to feeling like one is simply an agent acting on someone else’s behalf (1974). When debriefed, many participants in the obedience experiments commented, “If it were up to me, I would not have administered shocks to the learner” (Milgram, 1974). Of course, their behavior was up to them, but the presence of a legitimate authority figure allowed them to pass off their moral responsibility to another. Similarly, when former U.S. National Security Advisor and Secretary of State Condoleezza Rice was asked about her involvement in authorizing practices during the Iraq War that could be considered torture, she said, “I didn’t authorize anything. I conveyed the authorization of the administration to the agency” (quoted in Dowd, 2009). Interestingly, her words capture both displacement of her moral responsibility to her superiors, and the reduction of moral responsibility provided by anonymity.

The temptation to conform to the unethical requests of legitimate superiors can be seductive, given the control that supervisors have over their subordinates’ organizational futures.
Organizations create obligations of fealty to supervisors; in exchange for pledges of loyalty, supervisors offer some protection from the consequences of subordinates’ mistakes and the potential of advancing through the organization on their coattails (Jackall, 1988, pp. 17-24). Though the benefits of this fealty can be substantial, so can its costs. Scott Sullivan rose through the ranks of WorldCom quickly in part because of his willingness to do whatever CEO Bernie Ebbers asked, including misrepresenting the organization’s financial statements (Jeter, 2003). Ultimately, Sullivan was sentenced to five years in prison for his role in WorldCom’s fraud, but true to the legal protections hierarchical structures afford subordinates, the sentence paled next to Ebbers’ 25-years (Searcey, Young, & Scannell, 2005).

4.3. Intrapersonal consequences of immoral action

A common assumption is that the intrapersonal consequences of unethical actions are negative emotions such as guilt or shame (Eisenberg, 2000; Klass, 1978). However, empirical evidence that individuals actually do feel guilty after engaging in unethical actions is weak. The few studies that have assessed negative emotions after unethical acts use contexts where the moral responsibility for the action was unambiguous and there was direct harm clearly caused to an identifiable other (Brock & Buss, 1964; Buss & Brock, 1963; Okel & Mosher, 1968; Ring, Wallston, & Corey, 1970). Recent evidence suggests that unethical behavior may elicit negative emotions such as guilt less often than expected (Ruedy, Moore, Gino, & Schweitzer, 2013), particularly when the harm resulting from it is unclear and personal responsibility for it ambiguous. In these cases, denial and self-deception may be more common outcomes of unethical behavior, as they better protect the self-concept from negative attributions.

A growing body of work explores self-deception as a natural outcome of unethical behavior. Due to our deep-seated need to see ourselves as moral (Leach et al., 2007), we go to
great lengths to avoid viewing our actions as immoral. When one can delegate one’s moral agency to someone else or somewhere else, it becomes possible to commit unethical acts or to avoid engaging in moral ones without commensurate feelings of personal responsibility. In fact, McGraw (1987) found that people experience higher levels of guilt following an accidental transgression than an intentional one, suggesting that we are able to avoid negative feelings even after acts where more direct culpability pertains.

There are other ways in which unethical actions lead to self-deception. Shu and her colleagues have studied how individuals conveniently “forget” relevant moral rules after engaging in unethical actions, even though they were no less likely to forget other more morally neutral information (Shu & Gino, 2012; Shu, Gino, & Bazerman, 2011). In addition, Chance and her colleagues found that individuals who were given an opportunity to see the answers while completing a test performed better than those who could not, suggesting they viewed correct answers before responding (Chance, Norton, Gino, & Ariely, 2011). However, they attributed their performance to higher levels of competence rather than to having seen the correct answers, clear evidence of self-deception. Similarly, rates of unethical behavior increase when participants are afforded “wiggle room” in the way they interpret cheating or dishonesty, in part by facilitating self-deception about the nature of the act (Dana, Weber, & Kuang, 2007; Mazar, Amir, & Ariely, 2008; Shalvi, Dana, Handgraaf, & De Dreu, 2011).

Together, these results suggest that the intrapersonal consequence of immoral actions is self-deception that allows one to maintain a positive self-image, rather than negative emotions such as guilt or shame, particularly when the ethicality of those actions is open to interpretation.

4.4. Summary
The findings we discussed in this section identify three mechanisms that create obstacles to moral action. First, social conformity encourages us to follow the lead of others, regardless of where they take us. Second, when the psychological costs of non-intervention are shared, individuals feel less responsible for their actions. Third, individuals find it challenging to resist the requests of those with power over them. Together, these mechanisms explain why failing to behave ethically can be psychologically and socially easier than making more virtuous choices, even if people recognize the ethical implications of their decisions and understand the immorality of the actions they are considering. We also discussed two main features of organizations that exacerbate the social facilitators of moral inaction, namely bureaucracy and hierarchy. By affecting people’s perceptions of their moral agency, these two features can increase the likelihood of unethical behavior, even when the moral content of the decision is clear and there is little justification for following through with a morally problematic decision. Finally, though negative emotions (such as guilt) are a possible outcome of immoral action, research suggests that more common intrapersonal outcomes may be the delegation of one’s moral agency to others, denial and self-deception.

5. An agenda for future research: Regaining control of our moral compass

Margolis (2009) argues that social science has been better at identifying causes of unethical behavior than at identifying and testing potential correctives for it. He challenges us to look beyond the antecedents of unethical behavior and focus on how to achieve more optimal moral outcomes. We agree with this suggested focus on possible interventions, and now offer several important directions for future research that focus on positive interventions rather than descriptions of the status quo. In this section, we draw from the body of research reviewed in this chapter to suggest how we can build better moral infrastructures, both within ourselves and
within our organizations (Tenbrunsel, Smith-Crowe, & Umphress, 2003). In so doing, we outline what we believe to be an important agenda for future research, one that focuses on positive interventions rather than descriptions of the status quo.

5.1. Interpersonal processes

5.1.1. Promoting moral exemplars or referents

As discussed earlier, social categorization processes have a number of effects on our moral awareness: we consider behavior manifest by members of our in-groups as morally acceptable, even when it may not be (Gino, Ayal, et al., 2009; Gino, Gu, & Zhong, 2009), and we define unethical behavior as less problematic as long as it is committed against a member of an out-group (Bandura et al., 1975; Bernard et al., 1971; Kelman, 1973). However, witnessing unethical behavior committed by an out-group member makes us less likely to follow suit (Gino, Gu, et al., 2009); similarly, witnessing positive behavior by an in-group member may inspire us to imitate it (Oliner & Oliner, 1988). These findings suggest that choosing the right exemplars of moral behavior—either positive in-group members to emulate or negative out-group members from which to differentiate oneself—may strengthen the magnet inside one’s moral compass. Indeed, in their study of rescuers of Jews during the Holocaust, Oliner and Oliner found that, compared to non-rescuers, rescuers had more models in their close social circles who demonstrated similar altruistic behaviors, such as participation in the Resistance (1988).

Our role models need not be aspirational (such as Ghandi or Mother Theresa) to be effective. In keeping with the idea that social groups can be elicited subtly (Tajfel & Turner, 1979), simple role model primes, such as thinking of one’s parents, have been shown to help people improve their moral judgment and regulate their moral behavior. Eibach, Libby, and Ehrlinger (2009) found that, after a parental role is primed, parents express more moral
disapproval of offensive acts than do people without children. In a similar vein, Fitzsimons and Bargh (2003) found that priming different types of relationship partners (e.g., a friend or mother rather than a coworker) could produce positive, goal-directed behavior such as helping. For some, positive role model priming may involve religious symbols. For example, priming the idea of God increases prosocial behavior (Shariff & Norenzayan, 2007).

Together, these results suggest that surrounding ourselves with people or symbols we would like to emulate—or even thinking about them in their absence—should strengthen the magnets inside our moral compasses. However, as the work on moral licensing suggests, this must be done with care. If priming role models causes one to recall one’s own moral actions, it may function as a license for later bad behavior. If priming role models instead encourages aspirational behavior, then this tactic can likely be used to promote positive outcomes.

From an organizational perspective, the ways in which firms can foster moral exemplars in leadership roles may be a fruitful area for further investigation (Mayer, Aquino, Greenbaum, & Kuenzi, 2012). Brown, Treviño, and Harrison (2005) define ethical leadership as “the demonstration of normatively appropriate conduct through personal actions and interpersonal relationships, and the promotion of such conduct to followers through two-way communication, reinforcement, and decision-making” (p. 120). Thus, leaders can be encouraged to use transactional efforts (e.g., communicating, rewarding, punishing, emphasizing ethical standards) as well as modeling to influence their followers to behave ethically (Mayer et al., 2012; Mayer et al., 2009; Walumbwa et al., 2011).

Communication in particular will be central in the work of ethical leaders. As research on positive workplace behavior suggests, people behave better toward each other and the organization when high levels of procedural justice exist (fair procedures, clearly communicated)
and when leaders are oriented toward acting in their followers’ best interests (Ehrhart, 2004). Sensitive interpersonal treatment appears to help people cope better in situations that may elicit concerns about fairness, mitigating the negative repercussions that often stem from them (Tyler & Bies, 1990). As Greenberg’s study (1990) demonstrated, employees reacted more positively to a temporary pay cut, and stole less from the organization in retaliation for it, when management clearly and comprehensively explained the reasons for it.

Though this research provides reason for optimism that moral exemplars may provide fuel for individuals to behave in more virtuous ways, we know very little about how individuals choose or use moral exemplars. Fortunately, the simple presence of another person making positive moral choices improves people’s behavior. In the studies that examined the effect of an observer on children’s aggression, adding a second adult who commented negatively about the situation (e.g., saying “That’s wrong,” or “That’s awful”) dampened levels of aggression (Hicks, 1968; Siegel & Kohn, 1959). And, as we know from the Asch and Milgram studies, the presence of one other who is willing to make a brave, and therefore risky, choice paves the way for others to follow.

Research has also not considered how individuals become those “first” non-conformists. However, one’s status in the group may be relevant. The fact that Warrant Officer Hugh Thompson did not belong to 1st Platoon, C Company (the brigade that led the My Lai massacre) may have facilitated his resistance to it; his active efforts triggered the belated cease-fire (Kelman & Hamilton, 1989). As an outsider, Thompson was less subject to the social conformity pressures that likely kept other platoon members from stopping the massacre when they had the chance. In this way, being an outsider may facilitate whistle-blowing, a decision akin to being a “first” non-conformist.
It would be both theoretically rich and practically relevant to study the precursors of individuals becoming moral exemplars themselves, something that Zimbardo is now considering with his “Hero Project” (Zimbardo, 2007; see also http://www.lucifereffect.com/heroism-signup.htm). Future research should thus examine the factors that determine how individuals choose moral exemplars, how organizations can promote the visibility of moral exemplars and encourage social identification with these virtuous individuals, and how this identification translates into positive action.

5.1.2. Monitoring as a reminder of one’s best self

Individuals’ sense of anonymity—which, as we have discussed, facilitates unethical behavior—is undermined when they believe they are being monitored. Studies have shown that even when people are told their actions are anonymous, they respond to subtle cues of being watched, such as the presence of eye-like spots on the background of the computer they are using (Haley & Fessler, 2005). Similarly, Bateson, Nettle, and Roberts (2006) put the image of a pair of eyes over an “honesty box” for contributions in a shared coffee room to elicit the sense of being monitored. The presence of this image was sufficient to increase ethical behavior (i.e., contributions to the honesty box). More formal surveillance strategies have also decreased rates of unethical behavior (Covey, Saladin, & Killen, 1989). These results suggest that being monitored by others may increase our moral awareness (or, at least, our self-consciousness) and, as a result, reduce the influence of wrongdoers to whom we feel connected.

Monitoring is certainly a key lever available to organizations and governments as they try to influence individuals toward exemplary behavior, but future research is needed to disentangle when and under what conditions monitoring systems lead to more ethical behavior and when they backfire. Tenbrunsel and Messick’s work (1999) shows that external monitoring changes
the way that people frame choices, moving them from an ethical frame, in which they make choices because of a sense of intrinsic value, to a business frame, in which they make choices to maximize profit. This suggests that extrinsic controls can undermine the intrinsic motivation to behave morally (Deci & Ryan, 1985), something that research in economics confirms can be an unintended consequence of regulation (Frey, 1992; Frey & Stutzer, 2006). It seems that monitoring may work when it subtly reminds people to be their own best selves but is less effective when it provides an external, amoral reason to comply with an external request (such as a regulation or policy).

5.1.3. Careful and cognizant goal-setting

As we have seen, goals are a primary means of motivating and directing behavior in organizations, but they can backfire when it comes to ethical behavior (Magee, Kilduff, & Heath, 2011; Ordóñez et al., 2009). Setting overly narrow or ambitious goals can blind individuals to other important objectives (Kerr, 1975; Staw & Boettger, 1990), and over-commitment to goals can motivate individuals to do whatever it takes to reach them. However, carefully designed goals may have the power to appropriately direct behavior toward ends that meet both business and moral obligations. Ordóñez and her colleagues offer a series of questions to ask when designing goals aimed at meeting both economic and moral objectives, including whether goals are too specific or too challenging, whether they include an appropriate time frame, and how they will affect risk taking, intrinsic motivation, and organizational culture (Ordóñez et al., 2009).

Though the potential dangers of goals are now widely acknowledged, we still know little about how to set goals that encourage high performance while ensuring people keep ethical priorities in mind. Clearly, organizations are not going to abandon goals any time soon. However, remaining aware of how all goals restrict attention (Shah et al., 2002), coupled with a better
understanding of how to set the right goals the right way, would go a long way toward improving societal outcomes.

5.2. Intrapersonal processes

People can also try to influence their own intrapersonal processes in their attempts to regain control of their moral compass. Such efforts might involve attempts to heighten one’s dynamic sense of moral self-regard. Increasing one’s self awareness and encouraging sensitivity to moral emotions (dampening opportunities for moral neglect), expanding one’s circle of moral regard (reducing opportunities for moral justification), and practicing self-control (reducing the extent to which one delegates one’s moral agency) are all fruitful avenues to explore.

5.2.1. Increasing self-awareness

Individuals differ in the extent to which they are aware of their own attitudes, feelings, needs, desires, and concerns, a trait called private self-consciousness (Fenigstein, Scheier, & Buss, 1975). In general, people who are dispositionally high in private self-consciousness tend to be more aware of their cognitive processes and more cognizant of the factors that affect their decisions and actions. Private self-consciousness promotes introspection and, as a result, is associated with correspondence between attitudes and behavior (Pryor et al., 1977). It is also associated with a tendency to resist persuasion (Froming, Walker, & Lopyan, 1982; Hutton & Baumeister, 1992) and efforts to change one’s attitudes (Scheier & Carver, 1980). Similarly, trait mindfulness, a practice that encourages an awareness of both oneself and one’s cognitive biases, has been associated with improvements in ethical behavior (Ruedy & Schweitzer, 2010).

Individuals can heighten their self-consciousness or self-awareness in simple ways that may improve ethical outcomes. For instance, when a mirror was placed directly in front of participants as a manipulation of self-awareness, levels of unethical behavior decreased from 71%
to 7% (Diener & Wallbom, 1976). In another study that also used direct reflection in a mirror to temporarily increase self-consciousness, participants became less susceptible to persuasion by weak arguments (Hutton & Baumeister, 1992). Batson and colleagues also found that experimentally manipulating self-awareness with the use of a mirror could eliminate the tendency for individuals to hypocritically give themselves preferential treatment in a task-assignment exercise (Batson et al., 1999). Even imagining the consequences of one’s actions appears to be helpful in dampening immoral behavior (Caruso & Gino, 2011).

Making the moral content of actions more salient to the self, or reminding individuals of their own personal commitments to be moral, may also encourage more ethical behavior. For example, researchers have found that having individuals sign at the top rather than the bottom of forms makes their personal commitment to the reliability of information they subsequently provide salient, reducing dishonest reporting (Shu et al., 2012). Similarly, making morality salient in general also helps increase ethical behavior. Studies have found that having participants recall the Ten Commandments in advance of a task decreases cheating (Mazar & Ariely, 2006) and that individuals respond more ethically to those who use a morally relevant quote as part of their email signature and behave more ethically in other ways after exposure to the quote (Desai, 2011). These findings suggest that both internal efforts and external interventions to increase one’s self-awareness or the importance of morality to one’s self-concept may be effective in reducing unethical behavior and increasing individuals’ resistance to conformity pressures.

5.2.2. Increasing one’s sensitivity to moral emotions

A second method for protecting against influences that sway our moral compass involves understanding the emotions we experience when we face ethical dilemmas. Emotions can
override rational decision making and influence our behavior across various contexts (Vohs & Baumeister, 2007; Vohs, Baumeister, & Loewenstein, 2007), including those with an ethical dimension (Schweitzer & Gibson, 2008). The emotions that have been most frequently studied in the context of moral choice are negative ones such as shame, guilt, and envy (Haidt, 2003b; Tangney, Stuewig, & Mashek, 2007). Guilt causes us to want to make amends and expiate negative feeling (Darlington & Macker, 1966; Regan, Williams, & Sparling, 1972; Regan, 1971). Though guilt is not a universal consequence of unethical behavior (Ruedy et al., 2013), it can be an instructive emotion that later leads to reparative or altruistic behaviors (Darlington & Macker, 1966; Freedman, Wallington, & Bless, 1967). In contrast, shame can lead to less adaptive behaviors such as rumination and aggression (Tangney et al., 1996). Thus, assessing our own emotions when we are considering new actions or reflecting on past ones may be an effective and adaptive way to engage in more moral behavior.

Recently, researchers have also begun to think more carefully about the potential role of positive moral emotions in encouraging ethical behavior (Haidt, 2003a; Haidt et al., 2001). Gratitude, for example, is considered an important motivator of moral behavior (McCullough, Kilpatrick, Emmons, & Larson, 2001) and is associated empirically with both decreased levels of aggression (DeWall et al., 2012) and increased rates of prosocial behavior (Grant & Gino, 2010). Other positive emotional states, such as inspiration (Thrash, Elliot, Maruskin, & Cassidy, 2010) and elevation (Haidt, 2000, 2003a), also increase pro-social behavior, by harnessing the power of positive social relationships that allow us to spend time with people we want to emulate and assist (Algoe & Haidt, 2009). Harnessing moral emotions also relates to building stronger moral identities, which research on moral exemplars suggests is key to consistently virtuous action (Blasi, 1984; Colby & Damon, 1993; Oliner & Oliner, 1988; Reed & Aquino, 2003).
5.2.3. Expanding one's circle of moral regard

Though our discussion of social categorization and social identity focused on how these social processes facilitate unethical behavior, earlier research drew on the same psychological theories to understand moral behaviors. Emotions appear to interact with our identities to play an important role in how we construct our decision sets, restricting our attention away from moral options or compelling us toward moral action as an inevitability (Monroe, 2001). For example, in her study of the accounts provided by both bystanders and rescuers of Jews in the Holocaust, Monroe (2001) suggests that our moral actions are constrained and directed by social categorization processes and by our perceptions of ourselves in relation to others. Thus, both Holocaust rescuers and bystanders explained their actions in terms of their social identities. Rescuers’ identification with broader humanity led them to experience the decision to help as beyond their volition and control: “What else could I do? They were human beings like you and me” (Monroe, 2001, p. 495). Meanwhile, bystanders excluded helping from their possible decision set by viewing themselves as lone individuals who could not possibly stand up to the Nazis (Monroe, 2001, p. 495).

In both cases, group identification constrained behavioral choices. Bystanders made their inaction more psychologically palatable by focusing on saving themselves or their family, representing a narrow circle of moral regard. By contrast, rescuers saw all of humanity as the group to which they owed a moral duty. Their broad sense of moral inclusion (Opotow, 1990) or expansive circle of moral regard (Laham, 2009; Reed & Aquino, 2003) compelled them to help. If dehumanization is a negative consequence of social categorization, then expanding one’s circle of moral regard (Laham, 2009), and practicing other-focused positive emotions (Algoe & Haidt, 2009; Haidt, 2000, 2003a; Haidt et al., 2001) may help reverse this outcome. Future
research should grapple with the hard question of how moral emotions and moral identity interact to create or undermine moral commitment. Future research should thus consider interventions that successfully expand individuals’ circles of moral regard.

5.2.4. **Practicing self-control**

Our arguments in this chapter suggest that the presence of others who behave dishonestly or to whom we compare unfavorably increases unethical behavior. Thus, a fourth strategy for regaining control of one’s moral compass is to better understand why unethical decisions are often tempting and to shore up our resources to resist those temptations. More specifically, when individuals have the opportunity to profit from a dishonest act, whether they behave dishonestly or not depends on how they resolve a motivational conflict between short- and long-term benefits. In the short term, benefits commonly consist of gains that advance one’s self-interest. In contrast, acting honestly brings long-term rewards, such as social acceptance and consistency with one’s desire to be ethical and viewed positively by others.

Scholars who distinguish between a “want” self (dominated by intuitive, affective, and automatic processes) and a “should” self (dominated by rational, cognitive, and controlled processes) and describe the ethical consequences of these two selves pose a similar argument (Tenbrunsel et al., 2010). Even the simple act of identifying why the “want” self is at odds with the “should” self may lead us to understandings that do not cave so quickly to the visceral desires of the “want” self (Bazerman, Tenbrunsel, & Wade-Benzoni, 1998; Loewenstein, 1996; Wilson & Schooler, 1991).

Perhaps more importantly, the resolution of motivational conflicts requires self-control (Mead et al., 2009). Though the literature on self-regulation has dominantly studied what depletes our self-control rather than what builds it up (Baumeister & Heatherton, 1996; Vohs,
2006), recent research provides evidence that we can build up our reservoir of self-control through practice (Muraven, 2010; Oaten & Cheng, 2007) and by finding ways to affirm personally important values (Schmeichel & Vohs, 2009). Other work is also exploring how self-control can be bolstered through organizational interventions such as task design (Derfler-Rozin, Moore, & Staats, 2013). Self-control is such an important component of moral behavior that finding additional ways to enhance it demands further exploration.

5.3. Moving forward

Resisting the many ways in which our social lives facilitate unethical behavior will always be challenging. Many of these social processes developed for evolutionary reasons and serve positive adaptive functions and social needs. We hand off control of our moral compasses to others all too easily, resulting in behavior that is inconsistent with our best selves (Roberts et al., 2005). Yet the goal of regaining control of our moral compasses is a desirable one for all of us, even in the face of the social processes that facilitate moral neglect, justification, and inaction. Our hope is that we have shed light on how people can become less susceptible to the negative consequences of the social forces we described. We also hope that future research will investigate the questions highlighted in this section to illuminate how people can return their moral compasses to working order.

6. Conclusion

In the last few decades, organizational scholars have conducted extensive and insightful research that has deepened our understanding of moral judgment and behavior. This research has tended to focus on intrapersonal processes, providing important insights into individual cognitive limitations that lead people to engage in unethical behavior. However, this body of work offers little information about the social forces that facilitate unethical behavior and the organizational
conditions that may exacerbate these social influences. Our chapter takes a step toward filling this gap by focusing on interpersonal rather than intrapersonal processes affecting moral judgment and behavior, a topic of increasing interest in organizational scholarship (Bazerman & Gino, 2012) and of increasing importance in organizational practice (Bazerman & Tenbrunsel, 2011). Drawing connections between classic research in social psychology and organizational literature on unethical behavior, we have attempted to develop an integrative framework of the facilitators, organizational aggravators, and intrapersonal consequences of unethical judgment and behavior. Our discussion of three social forces that facilitate moral neglect, moral justification, and immoral action may help organize previously disparate bodies of research by highlighting the role of social processes of unethical behavior.

Human beings are social animals who are motivated, influenced, structured, rewarded, and punished every day by other members of their community. Organizations add their own sets of motivations, influences, structures, rewards, and sanctions to encourage and facilitate their objectives. This chapter describes a number of ways in which these social and organizational forces combine to create suboptimal moral outcomes, both individually and collectively. We hope this chapter proves useful in enabling researchers to take an increasingly integrative approach toward developing and testing theory about unethical behavior in organizations.
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Figure 1: How our moral compass can be socially redirected
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